Working memory (WM) evoked by linguistic cues for allocentric spatial and egocentric spatial aspects of a visual scene was investigated by correlating fMRI BOLD signal (or "activation") with performance on a spatial-relations task. Subjects indicated the relative positions of a person or object (referenced by the personal pronouns "he/she/it") in a previously shown image relative to either themselves (egocentric reference frame) or shifted to a reference frame anchored in another person or object in the image (allocentric reference frame), e.g. "Was he in front of you/her?" Good performers had both shorter response time and more correct responses than poor performers in both tasks. These behavioural variables were entered into a principal component analysis. The first component reflected generalised performance level. We found that the frontal eye fields (FEF), bilaterally, had a higher BOLD response during recall involving allocentric compared to egocentric spatial reference frames, and that this difference was larger in good performers than in poor performers as measured by the first behavioural principal component. The frontal eye fields may be used when subjects move their internal gaze during shifting reference frames in representational space. Analysis of actual eye movements in three subjects revealed no difference between egocentric and allocentric recall tasks where visual stimuli were also absent. Thus, the FEF machinery for directing eye movements may also be involved in changing reference frames within WM.
Introduction
Contextual reference is a vital part of language function and cognition in general. Personal pronouns like "he/she/it/you" are among the most commonly used words in language (Leech, Rayson, & Wilson, 2001) . Such words, however, are only meaningful within the context of discourse. They are used for referencing elements in the perceptual surroundings and/or in memory. An important part of this referencing is an indication of which "frame of reference" (Kemmerer, 2006; Levinson, 2003) is used to "ground" the construction in a figure-ground relationship (Talmy, 2000), i.e. it makes a big difference whether somebody says "the tiger is in front of him" or "the tiger is in front of you". The frames of references used linguistically have, across languages, been shown to impact the way people construct spatial relations, also in non-linguistic contexts (e.g. Haun, Rapold, Call, Janzen, & Levinson, 2006; Levinson, 2003) . However, the neural underpinnings of this relationship is not well known.
In a recent paper (Wallentin, Roepstorff, Glover, & Burgess, 2006) we showed how linguistically cued recall of spatial aspects of a recently viewed image (e.g. Fig. 1 ) compared to recall of nonspatial content (i.e. age of characters in the image) was supported by a network of brain regions known to be involved in spatial working memory without linguistic cueing (Smith & 
